
 CLASS NOTES 
CLASS: II TOPIC: LESSON 4 

 SUBJECT: ENGLISH FERRY 
 

Note: Copy down the answers in your CB.  
 

SPELLING   (Page 52) 

 

Fill in the blanks with  ng , nd, or nk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Punctuation (Page 52-53) 

 

 A] Insert the apostrophe ( ’ ) at the correct places.  

 

 1. The hat that belongs to Mother.                      Mother’s hat 

2.  The house that belongs to Rita.                      Rita’s house 

3. The book that belongs to the girl.                    the girl’s book. 

4. The cat that belongs to the boy.                      the boy’s cat. 

5. The toy that belongs to the dog.                      the dog’s toy. 

6. The cap that belongs to the player.                 the player’s cap. 

7. The book that belongs to Jina.                        Jina’s book. 

8. The football that belongs to the girl.               the girl’s football. 

 

B) Tick (  ) if the punctuation marks have been used correctly.  

 

 ( ) I am sleepy ? 



() Is the sky blue ? 

( ) What time does the class start. 

( ) Did you wash your hands before eating . 

() I went to see a play yesterday.  

 

C) 1. Put a full stop ( . ) or a question mark ( ? ) at the end of these sentences. 

 

1. I am hungry. 

2. Can I go home now ? 

3. Where are we having lunch? 

4. Let us play .  

5. That was a nice game .  

6. Why are you crying ? 

 

Rewrite these words in the alphabetical order. (Page 54) 

 

          Questions                                       Answers 

1. Butter , baby,  bee                      baby, bee , butter                  

2. Nice, nurse, neat                        neat, nice, nurse 

3. Jog, judge, jam                          jam , jog, judge 

4. Mother, marry, music               marry, mother, music 

5. Popcorn, parrot, prince            parrot , prince , popcorn 

6. Kite, keep, knife                        keep, kite, knife 

7. Candle, create, corn                 candle, create, corn 

8. Door, drake, dim                       dim , door,  drake  

 

 
    

 

Picture 1.      The moon and stars are shining brightly.  

                     The two girls are dancing happily.  
 

Picture 2.     It is the fun  festival of Holi. 

                    The children are playing with colours. 



HOME PRACTICE WORK ( to be done in the notebook) 

 

Look at the picture. Write 2 sentences to describe each.  

 

A 

B 

C 

D 


